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Revisions: 
01/07/22 - Internal Release 
 

Recommended Tool List 

Component Used On 
Product 

Number 
Product Photo 

* 9/16 in. Tools are needed only for the 4 in. Mecanum Assembly  
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am-14U4_MK8 Components 

Component Product Number Qty Product Photo 
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am-14U4_MK6 Components 

Component Product Number Qty Product Photo 
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am-14U4_MK4 Components 

Component Product Number Qty Product Photo 
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STOP AND READ BEFORE ASSEMBLY: 

Mecanum drive systems function differently than typical six or eight wheel drives. Each wheel 

is driven independently with individual gearboxes and motors. Since the component make up 

is so different than a stock chassis, these upgrade kits are intended to be used with a Frame 

Only chassis. This is done to save you cost on un-needed parts. In addition to Mecanum 

upgrade kits you must also source CIM motors and acquire a Frame Only Kit. 

These wheels mount in different locations and take up different spaces than the stock 

AM14U4/U5. As such Churro locations and lengths may be different than you expect. The 

chassis typically ships with 22.25 inch long churros for use across the chassis and 3.375 inch 

long Churros for inside the channels. All three diameters' require the long churros to be cut 

down while only the eight inch Mecanum wheels will ship with and use wider versions of the 

small churros. 

Six and eight inch Mecanum wheels are only supported in the Long configuration of the 

chassis. The four inch Mecanum wheels work in all three frame configurations of the chassis, 

however extra components outside the upgrade kit are required for usage in the Square and 

Wide configuration. In addition, serviceability is difficult in Square and Wide for four inch. 

Mecanum drives operate by using wheels with independently moving rollers in an a 45 degree 

angle to normal rotation. Its important to note that when assembling your upgrade kit that 

there are "right" and "left" handed wheels. Each side of the frame will use one right and one 

left wheels. When looking at your assembled frame from above, the rollers should form an 

"X". You can tell right and left wheels apart by observing the direction of the rollers. If the 

rollers point up to the right, they're right. The inverse is true for left wheels.
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2X 
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4X 

4X 
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4X 
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4X 
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4X 
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